
Week 1- Blackout for
creation
w/c 28.02.2022
Tuesday 1st March -
Blackout for Creation
Wednesday 2nd March –
Ash Wednesday, Lent
begins- Live Mass
Thursday 3rd March – World
Day of Prayer- Collective
Worship
Thursday 3rd March -
Virtual visiting Author Trish
Cooke AM
Thursday 3rd March - Jane
from Reading Eggs
assembly PM
Friday 4th March – World
Book Day

Week 2- sponsored walk to
school week
w/c 07.03.2022

Week 3
British Science Week-
Growth
w/c 14.03.2022
3 SCIENCE LESSONS

● Monday
Morning

● Wednesday
Afternoon

● Friday
Afternoon

Thursday 17th March
- Visit Year 3/4
Science fayre
Year 1 and 2
Dodgeball
competition (date
TBC)
Friday 18th March -
St Joseph’s Feast Day

Week 4
Live Simply / Climate
Change
w/c 21.03.2022
Tuesday 22nd March-
Skipping Workshop
Wednesday 23rd
March - World Maths
Day

Week 5
Live Simply / Climate Change
w/c 28.03.2022

RE

Big Concept:
The Mass

RE Sticky Knowledge:
- Pope Francis is our current Pope, he lives in Rome and is chosen by God
- The basic principles of His message of Laudauto Si
- The key elements of the Mass; bible readings, sermon, offertory, communion.

Key Vocab:
- Pope, Mass, Offertory, chalice, Bread, Wine, Final Supper, Laudauto Si, Missal, purificator,

Links to prior learning:
- Experiences at Mass, CAFOD workshop caring for God’s world

Social and Cultural opportunities:



- Attend Mass at St Joseph’s Church
LO: To know who Pope
Francis is and understand
the main messages of the
Laudato Si.
Guided Reading activity:
together, read Pope Francis
letter of Laudauto Si
https://cafod.org.uk/News/
UK-news/Pope-Francis-enc
yclical

Collaboratively decide on ‘8
to be great’ ideas of action.
Include electing Live Simply
monitors (replace light
monitors, includes
responsibility for recycling
and bins)

Add to PHSCE display in
classroom

L.O To know and reflect on
the importance of the
Mass.

LO: To know what happens
at Mass and why it is
important.

Together, create flipchart of
ideas of Mass. What
happens when we go
there? Can we sequence
the mass? Use inclusive
visuals to support
sequencing.

Independent work: children
to use blank comic
strip/sequencing strip to
choose key features of
mass, draw  a picture and
write a description of each
(differentiated)

English core skill: write
sentences using sequencing
language

L.O To know about
the readings at Mass
and why we should
listen to them.

LO: to listen to
readings from the
mass and talk about
what they mean.

Listen to 2x readings
from the bible

Think-Pair-Share
what do they mean?
Why do we listen to
readings from the
bible at mass?

Complete question
sheet to demonstrate
understanding and
personal views

L.O To know that at
the offertory we offer
gifts to God.

LO: to learn about the
offertory and think
about the gifts we can
offer.

Watch a video of Holy
Communion
Re-watch and pause
to notice the gifts

Children draw and
write about 2
pictures.

Picture 1: Draw the
offertory gifts and
label with their name
and function.

Picture 2: Children
think of their own
offerings to God.
Children draw a
picture and describe
using a sentence.

L.O To know and appreciate that
at Consecration the bread and
wine are changed into Jesus.

LO: to know what happens
during Holy Communion
Attend 9.30 Weekday Mass.

Explore PP about Holy
Communion.

Children to write a reflection on
their time at mass.

English core skill: write about
real events.

Review ‘8 to be great’ pledge -
link to Live Simply

https://cafod.org.uk/News/UK-news/Pope-Francis-encyclical
https://cafod.org.uk/News/UK-news/Pope-Francis-encyclical
https://cafod.org.uk/News/UK-news/Pope-Francis-encyclical


Supported by word mat of
key words to include and
spell correctly

English core skill:
write labels

English

The storm
whale
Big Concept:
Stories with
familiar
settings

Milestone 1 - To listen to a
short story.
Milestone 1:To plan by
talking about ideas and
writing notes.

L.O: To make predictions.
Children to be introduced
to The Storm Whale.
Before reading the book,
children are to discuss and
make predictions about the
story – just from the
pictures/title/blurb.

Core skill: write in the
present tense
Children to write their
predictions in simple
sentences, using present
tense sentence starters
I think that…..
I predict that ….

Milestone 1: To use
well-chosen adjectives.

L.O. To use adjectives.
Hot seating of the
characters – pretend to be
a character and pick out
adjectives used to describe.

Roll on the wall activity-
children work in groups and
are given outline of a
character. Inside the
outline, they use adjectives
to describe their feelings.
Outside the outline, they
use adjectives/nouns to
describe their appearance.

Share group work with class
to prepare children for
tomorrow.

Milestone 1: To write, review and improve.

L.O To plan out writing.
Use some examples of familiar stories to pick
out the features of a story – e.g.
Once upon a time, the parts of the story
mountain, well chosen adjectives. Children to
write definitions of each part of the story so
they really understand what they’re aiming for
in that section of the story.

L.O To plan out writing.
Use a story mountain to plan out their own
story.
Beginning- include setting, characters and
what happens
Build up-what happens next? Is there a hint of
a problem?
Problem-what is the problem in the story? Or
problems? How do the characters feel?
Resolution- how is the problem solved? How
do the characters feel?
Ending-How does the story end? How do the
characters feel? Is it happy or sad ending?

Milestone 1: To re-read writing
to check it makes sense.

L.O To re-read.
Children to re-read their stories
and to check they make sense,
children to swap with a partner
and suggest improvements that
can be made. Feed back to the
class.

Milestone 1- To punctuate and
spell accurately.
L.O. To spell and punctuate
accurately.
Read a character and setting
descriptions, children to re-write
with the correct punctuation
and spellings and highlight the
adjectives.

Key words to link to spellings.

To re-read.



Extension: use conjunctions
‘when’ ‘if’ and a variety of
sentence starters.

Read the story and discuss
how Noi is feeling
throughout the story- track
together on feelings graph

Milestone 1- To spell
accurately.
L.O. To spell accurately.
To build up a word bank of
words that we will use in
our story and spell them
accurately. Make sure we
really understand the
words and remember to
spell them (Once upon a
time, climb, beautiful,
wild, water, old, parents,
bath, father, pretty, child,
clothes, children, (year 2
statutory spellings) whale,
seaside, storm, sea, beach,
lighthouse, coastal). B2L
BEE Zone end of year 2
spellings.

L.O. To write using
adjectives.
Children to create
characters for their story –
following a similar theme to
the Storm Whale (1 adult/1
child). Write a character
description using well
chosen adjectives (including
spellings from the spelling
bank last week)

L.O. To write with purpose.
Whole class, setting
descriptions of the
characters in The Storm
Whale, including well
chosen adjectives. Freeze
framing of different
weather conditions at the
seaside, different times of
day, different parts of the
story.

L.O To review and improve.
Using RAMPS to edit and
improve the character and
setting descriptions.

To write with purpose.
Children to use their story mountain to write
the introduction to their story. Including their
setting and character descriptions from last
week, as well as what happens.

L.O. To write with purpose.
Children to use their story mountain to write
the middle and end of their stories.

L.O. To edit and improve.
Children to use RAMPS to edit and improve
their stories.

Children to read a letter that has
been sent from someone at sea.
Children to investigate what
rubbish pollution there is at
beaches/in the sea and how this
affects animals and our precious
planet (link to Live Simply)

L.O: To write with purpose.
Children to investigate more
seaside stories (Lighthouse
Keeper’s Lunch) and to look at
lunch box packaging – how can
we use more sustainable
packaging? Write a description
of how you can reuse packaging
and what is the best/worst
packaging to use.

L.O: To write with purpose.
Children write instructions
about how to make a jam
sandwich, and how to wrap it in
more sustainable packaging.



Thursday
Milestone 1- To spell
accurately.

L.O. To spell accurately

B2L lesson to practise
learning certain spellings -
multi sensory ways.

Virtual Storytime with Trish
Cooke- visiting author.

L.O. To write with purpose.
Use a story mountain to
dissect the parts of  The
Storm Whale. Model to
children the important
parts of story.
Beginning- include setting,
characters and what
happens
Build up-what happens
next? Is there a hint of a
problem?
Problem-what is the
problem in the story? Or
problems? How do the
characters feel?
Resolution- how is the
problem solved? How do
the characters feel?
Ending-How does the story
end? How do the characters
feel? Is it happy or sad
ending?



Spelling words ending-al
Tricky words
(Following
assessment)

words ending -il words ending -y /ai/ words ending -y become -i before adding suffix ‘es’

Guided
Reading-
Responding to
Sp1

Handwriting-
Zig Zag
Monsters

AF6
Identify intended
readers/audience
Who would like this
text and why?
Whole class
exploration of Trish
Cooke stories

Handwriting/Sentence
books- writing with
contractions (revise:
It’s, There’s You’re)
Learn: You’ll, They’ll

AF4/ AF2
Non-fiction texts

Recall key features of
non-fiction texts
Analyse structure
Use structure to support
retrieval

Handwriting/Sentence
books- writing with
conjunction - because
(inc. spellings -ce)

AF1/2
Groups 1 and 2:
identifying key words
in questions and
fluency with common
question words
Groups 3, 4 and 5:
strategies for
answering Paper 2

Handwriting/Sentence
books- writing with
conjunction- when
(inc. spellings -le)

AF1/2
Assessment Week-
KS1 Paper 1 and Paper 2

Handwriting/Sentence
books- writing with
conjunction- if (inc.
spellings -el)

AF6
Identify intended
readers/audience
Who would like this text and why?

Handwriting/Sentence books-
writing with conjunctions-
because, when and if (inc.
spellings wr)

Storytime
Texts- Focus
author

Trish Cooke stories-
visiting author as part
of WBD celebrations

Roald Dahl- The Giraffe, the Pelly and Me. Roald Dahl- children to choose text.



KIRFS *3 times table
**missing numbers in
3 times table

*multiplying by 3
**multiplying by 3
including partitioning

*dividing by 3
**diving by 3
including partitioning

*multiplying by 2, 5 and
10
**using multiplication to
solve problems

*dividing by 2, 5 and 10
** using division to solve
problems

Maths
Topic

Big Concept:
Shapes and
Fractions

Arithmetic
lessons-
Miss Corr

Shape/Space/
Measure
lessons- Mrs
Baranyai

LO: to recall number
facts (number bonds,
doubles, halves, near
doubles)
Burn2Learn lesson

LO: to use number
facts to solve and
check arithmetic
questions

LO: to recognise a half
in shapes/lengths and
amounts

LO: to find a half of
shapes/lengths and
amounts

LO: To use column
method
Extension: to identify
mistakes using column
method

LO: to add and subtract
using partitioning
Burn2Learn lesson

LO: to identify an
appropriate strategy for
addition and subtraction

LO: to find a quarter by
finding a half and half
again (of shape, length
and amounts)

LO: to recognise a quarter
of shape, length and
amounts
Extension: problem
solving using quarters

LO: To add three
numbers
Burn2Learn lesson
LO: to use place value
to solve problems

LO: to demonstrate
that addition and
multiplication are
commutative

LO: To find ⅓ of
shapes, lengths and
amounts

LO: to recognise ⅓ of
shapes, lengths and
amounts

Wednesday- World
Maths Day!

Assessment Week LO: To find and  draw lines of
symmetry

LO: To sort and make patterns
with 3D shapes.
Social/Cultural Opportunity- make
links to shapes in life and careers

LO: to count faces and edges on
3D shapes
Burn2Learn lesson

LO: to count vertices on 3D
shapes



.

Science
Animals

Big Concept:
Animals and
Growth

Science sticky knowledge:
-To classify animals as birds, fish, amphibians, reptiles, mammals and invertebrates
- To identify the that basic needs of animals are water, nutrition, air
-To explain how climate change is affecting  polar bears (recall previous learning about animal habitats)
-To name animal offspring inc. puppy, kitten, lamb, calf
- To be able to explain that some animal offspring look like their parents at birth and some do not
-To describe human life cycle
-To describe food chains of whales, dolphins and sharks.
Key Vocab:
-birds, fish, amphibians, reptiles, mammals, invertebrates, pollution, climate change, survival, offspring (incl. animal specific names), food
chains
Links to prior learning:
- Year 1 learning about underwater animals
- Staying healthy- need for sleep, balanced diet, exercise and good hygiene
Social and Cultural opportunities:
Visit from Mrs Baranyai’s friend who is a Dentist - to discuss the steps to take to becoming a Dentist, breaking stereotypes of scientists and
thinking about future careers (link with PSHE also - medicines and me)

Rising Stars Cold task
Milestone 1 - To
identify and classify
(WS)
Milestone 1 -
Investigate and
describe the basic
needs of animals,

Milestone 1 -  Investigate
and describe the basic
needs of animals,
including humans, for
survival (water, food and
air).

Milestone 1 -  Notice
that animals, including
humans, have
offspring which grow
into adults.

To use observations
and ideas to suggest

Milestone 1 – To describe
how animals obtain their
food from plants and
other animals, using the
idea of a simple food
chain, and identify and
name different sources of
food.

Rising Stars Assessment



including humans, for
survival (water, food
and air).
Link to our new topic –
By the Sea. Investigate
animals that live
under the sea.
B2L - Children sorting
out animals into their
classifications. Focus
on the fish
classification.
L.O: To identify and
name animals.
Children to choose an
animal to focus on and
read around the
subject about that
animal. Link to reading
key core objective -
answer questions
about texts they have
read.
Key Questions
1. What is your animal
called?
2. Which classification
of animal does it come
under?

FOCUS ON Pollution and
climate change linked to
walk to school week

L.O. To identify how we
can make a difference.
What is climate change?
Look at the powerpoint
and discuss. Link to polar
animals and other
animals- what will happen
if we don’t tackle climate
change?

Climate Change Song -
Bing video

What are the big
differences we can make?
(Link back to 8 to be great
pledge - RE)

Read the Last Straw

Link to English key core
objective - children to
write their goals to make
a difference to reduce
their carbon footprint

answers to questions,
noticing similarities,
differences and
patterns. (WS)

Lesson 1 LO: to use
observations to
answer questions

British Science Week -
Do all our body parts
grow as we get older?

Lesson 2
LO: To describe
human life stages
RSE link- differences
between boys and
girls.

Lesson 3
LO: To identify animals
offspring
Have a selection of
animal photos.
Prompt children to
discuss how animals
look how they are
born and how they

Focus on
whales/sharks/dolphins –
explore the food chains
that animals need to
survive. Children to
complete their own. Link
to Live
Simply/Sustainability -
what happens if we fish
too many fish?
B2L – children to make
their own food chains and
move around the
classroom/outside to
show this, e.g. a child is a
shark  that eats a seal. A
seal eats fish, fish eat
plants. Children to be the
animals and be ordered
correctly. Children to
create their own food
chain by cutting out pieces
(DT/fine motor link)

Advancing
Simple food chains are
described.

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=climate+change+song&qs=n&sp=-1&pq=climate+change+song&sc=6-19&sk=&cvid=97939B7260EC4C1B96DD0E165791EBB2&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dclimate%2bchange%2bsong%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBRE%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dclimate%2bchange%2bsong%26sc%3d6-19%26sk%3d%26cvid%3d97939B7260EC4C1B96DD0E165791EBB2&view=detail&mmscn=vwrc&mid=1DCF86E52721009AC59B1DCF86E52721009AC59B&FORM=WRVORC
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=climate+change+song&qs=n&sp=-1&pq=climate+change+song&sc=6-19&sk=&cvid=97939B7260EC4C1B96DD0E165791EBB2&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dclimate%2bchange%2bsong%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBRE%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3dclimate%2bchange%2bsong%26sc%3d6-19%26sk%3d%26cvid%3d97939B7260EC4C1B96DD0E165791EBB2&view=detail&mmscn=vwrc&mid=1DCF86E52721009AC59B1DCF86E52721009AC59B&FORM=WRVORC


3. Where does it live?
(try to link to
Geography too)
4. What does it need
to survive?
Use books/iPad
(National Geographic)
to find out about that
mammal’s habitat –
link to English and
Geography.

Deep
The structure and
variety of common
animals are described.
Some details are left
out.

Advancing
Without prompts or
reminders common
animals are described

change. Encourage
children to pick out
similarities and
differences about the
offspring types within
these groups. Can
children match a
young animal to its
adult and explain why
they decided this? Can
children group the
animals and explain
why they have
classified them in this
way?

Deep
Simple food chains are
described and explained

Computing
Topic

Big Concept:
Debug simple
programmes

Computing sticky knowledge:
- to know that an algorithm is a set of instructions on a computer/device that makes something happen
- to know that debug means fixing something on a computer/device

Key Vocab:
- algorithm, code, predict, plan, debug, forward, angle, turn, rotate

Links to prior learning:
- Coding on scratch; choose buttons to perform different functions



Social and Cultural opportunities:
- links to Maths learning about rotations

Understand what algorithms are, how they are
implemented as programs on digital devices, and
that programs execute by following a sequence of
instructions.

LO: to know what an algorithm is
Recap Maths vocabulary of turns/rotations.
Use squared paper and plastic animals (reinforce
Science learning) children to practice moving
animals by giving instructions.

Working in pairs, children write down instructions
to move animals.

Introduce children to the algorithm of Turtle
Academy- forward/backward/ left/ right/ + number

https://turtleacademy.com/lessons/1

Write and test simple programs
LO: to use an algorithm
Children choose a 2D shape (link with maths).
Children practice moving animals to create shapes
on squared paper, using verbal algorithm terms.

In pairs, children use algorithm to write down code
to create on Turtle Academy.

To write and test simple programs

Maths- ICT joint lesson
LO: to debug a programme

Give children shape we wanted
Turtle to create and code (with
errors)
Children to work in pairs, using
predicting skills and knowledge of
algorithm, to identify errors in
code
Children to use knowledge of
algorithm to make corrections to
code.
https://turtleacademy.com/lesson
s/1

Geography
By the Sea

Geography sticky knowledge:
- to know physical features such as cliffs, beach, sea, ocean, forest, hill, and human features such as town, lighthouse, shop,
- to know that Scarborough is a coastal town on the east coast of England in East Yorkshire
-to know and use compass points



Big Concept:
Explore a less
familiar area-
coastal

Key Vocab:
- coast, seaside, UK, capital city, town, physical, human, landmark, compass, north, north-west, south, south-west, east, north- east, west,
north-west
Links to prior learning:

- Map drawing of Pontefract Castle (Kings, Queens and Castles Topic), Local geography skills in Year 1
Social and Cultural opportunities:

- Visit the seaside at Scarborough
Milestone 1:  Name,
locate and identify
characteristics of the
four countries and
capital cities of the
United Kingdom and
its surrounding seas
Milestone 1: Ask and
answer geographical
questions (such as:
What is this place like?
What or who will I see
in this place? What do
people do in this
place?).

LO:  To understand
what seaside holidays
and resorts were like
in the past and the
present.

Milestone 1: Use basic
geographical vocabulary
to refer to: key physical
features and key human
features
Milestone 1: Use aerial
images and plan
perspectives to recognise
landmarks and basic
physical features

LO: To describe key
physical features of the
seaside.

Show the children
pictures of the seaside
and help them to spot the
key features (and use the
correct vocab e.g.
lighthouse, cliffs, beach,
sea, ocean, forest, hill,
town, shop)

Milestone 1: Use basic
geographical
vocabulary to refer to:
key physical features
and key human
features

LO: To describe key
human features of the
seaside.

Explain to children
they are going to
explore a seaside
town in the UK
without leaving the
classroom. Children
will be exploring
Scarborough. Ask: Do
you know where
Scarborough is
located? Have you
heard of

Milestone 1: Use basic
geographical vocabulary to
refer to: key physical
features and key human
features

LO: To compare human
and physical features of
the seaside.

Explain we are going to
compare physical and
human features of the
seaside. Use the
powerpoint to show
pictures and children to
decide if they are human
or physical. Children to
make a tally chart of the
number of
human/physical features
there are (link to maths)

Milestone 1: Use basic
geographical vocabulary to refer
to: key physical features and key
human features
Milestone 1: Use compass
directions (north, south, east and
west) and locational language
(e.g. near and far) to describe the
location of features and routes on
a map.
Milestone 1: Devise a simple map,
and use and construct basic
symbols in a key. Use simple grid
references (A1, B1).

LO: To draw a map of the seaside.

Recap the key features of a
seaside town (Scarborough). Go
outside (B2L) and plot out the
different features of Scarborough
- beach,



Identify where
seasides are, using
google maps and link
to the 4 countries of
the UK - does each
one have a coast?
B2L - children plot out
countries and coast
using material.

Look at seaside resorts
past and present -
how are they the
same/different?

Linking back to History
- spring 1, children to
answer questions
related to seasides in
the past.
Link to English core
key objective - use
past and present tense
correctly

Advancing
A  good range of
pertinent geographical
questions are asked
and answered.

Sort pictures into man
made and natural
features of the seaside.

Show an  aerial
photograph of the seaside
resort. See if children can
name the photograph
type. Ask: What does
‘aerial view’ mean? How
is an aerial photograph
different from a forward
facing photograph, or a
side facing photograph?
Discuss the key features.
Explain that children will
be labelling the features
on their own photograph.
Children to put
themselves “In the
picture” and pretend they
are at the seaside. They
can write what they can
see, smell, hear and feel
making sure they use the
key geographical vocab
from their labelling
activity - link to English
core key objective (write

Scarborough? Locate
Scarborough using
google maps. How do
you know? Ask
children: What things
do you think you
might see if you
visited Scarborough?
What things might be
man-made (human)?
What might be
natural? Next, show
the town map of
Scarborough, and
some photos of key
features. Discuss the
lighthouse, link to
history and the
Victorian buildings,
the funicular, the
castle.

In  pairs, children to
create a leaflet to
become tour guides of
Scarborough. Ensure
children include a link
to Live Simply -
pollution at the
seaside (littering at

Children to pretend they
are at the seaside and to
write a postcard,
describing what they have
seen. Focus on using key
geographical vocabulary
and then children to
sjswap postcards and
identify the human and
physical features their
friend has written about.
Link to English key core
objective  -write for a
variety of purposes/write
correctly in the past tense.

Advancing
A  large repertoire of
geographical vocabulary is
carefully chosen to
accurately and concisely
describe the key
characteristics of places

Deep
A growing repertoire of
geographical vocabulary is
selected to describe
places.

cliff, lighthouse, castle, sea -
encouraging children to use
geographical language. Use the
compass points to explain where
everything is. E.g. the Castle is
north of the beach etc.

Children to draw a map of
Scarborough, labelling the human
and physical features. Children to
explain the relation of the places
of the map to a friend, using the
compass points. Children to use
the geographical language of
North, South, East, West to
describe their map to others, and
the words near/far.

Advancing
Generally, compass directions are
used accurately and locational
language used appropriately to
describe places

Deep
Compass directions and locational
language are used fluently and
accurately to describe places with
judicious detail..



Deep
Generally, some
pertinent geographical
questions are asked
and answered.

for a variety of purposes
and use present tense
correctly)

Advancing
A  large repertoire of
geographical vocabulary
is carefully chosen to
accurately and concisely
describe the key
characteristics of places

Deep
A growing repertoire of
geographical vocabulary
is selected to describe
places.

the seaside, what we
can do about it)

Advancing
A  large repertoire of
geographical
vocabulary is carefully
chosen to accurately
and concisely describe
the key characteristics
of places

Deep
A growing repertoire
of geographical
vocabulary is selected
to describe places.

History
By the sea

Big Concept:
Changes in
living
memory

History sticky knowledge:
-To know that in the past, people enjoyed punch and judy shows, donkey rides and used changing huts at the beach
-To know that Queen Victoria enjoyed visiting the seaside
Key Vocab:
-Queen Victoria, living memory, changes, similarities, differences, punch and judy, donkey rides, changing huts
Links to prior learning:

- 1 lesson using sources to learn about Queen Victoria from past topic- Kings, Queens and Castles.
Social and Cultural opportunities:
-Visit to the seaside- Scarborough
Use artefacts,
pictures, stories,
online sources and

Use artefacts, pictures, stories, online sources and databases to
find out about the past
Changes in living memory



databases to find out
about the past
LO: to answer
questions about the
past
Children to recall
learning about Queen
Victoria from previous
Topic- Kings, Queens
and Castles

English core skill:
writing sentences to
respond to questions

LO: to identify similarities and differences between the seaside
now and in the past

Art
By the sea

Big Concept:
Monet and
Colour

Art sticky knowledge:
- To know Claude Monet was a French painter from the past

- To know that Monet is famous/recognisable for using particular brushstroke style
- To know how secondary colours and how to use white and black to made tints, shades and tones

Key Vocab:
- primary, secondary, tint, tone, shade, Claude Monet, colour, brushstrokes, line

Links to prior learning:
- Compare to previous studied artist- Frida Kahlo
Social and Cultural opportunities:
-Explore museums online collections
-Explore 2 new famous artist- 1 Western and 1 Non-Western
Milestone 1: Create
colour wheels

Milestone 1: Describe the
work of notable artists

Milestone 1: use thick
and thin brushes

Milestone 1: use repeating
or overlapping shapes

Explore the ‘Great Wave’

Milestone 1:Sort and arrange
materials
Milestone 1: mix materials to
create texture



LO: to create primary,
secondary and
variations of colour

Introduce focus artist-
Claude Monet and
explore his seaside
works

Do more-Learn more-
Remember more:
revise primary and
secondary colours
(using Sesame Street
video)

Learn new vocab: tint,
tone, shade

Create
tints/tones/shades of
1 colour

Compare Monet’s
artwork to Frida Kahlo-
Autumn 2 focus artist

Milestone 1: use thick
and thin brushes

Milestone 1: add white to
make tints
LO: to create brushstrokes
of different quality and
add tint

Milestone 1: add
white to make tints

LO: to create a Monet-
inspired artwork

Explore Claude Monet
‘Waves Breaking’

Children to apply an
understanding of
colour and
brushstroke technique
to create their own
Monet- inspired
seaside artwork.

https://www.metmuseum.
org/art/collection/search/
45434

Link to music lesson 1:
artist inspired by Debussy-
can children make links
between the art and
music?

LO: to create a print

Use styrofoam and sharp
pencils to create wave
shapes

Seaside collage work including
shells (collected from the class
trip) and sand

Class art project: to create a
collage to remember our trip to
Scarborough

Warm up activity: children to sort
through seaside collections and
arrange via colour/shape/size
criteria

Music
By the Sea

Music sticky knowledge:
- To know the name of two composers; Debussy and Britten
-To know the name of one studied piece of music
-To know the names of orchestral instruments

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/45434
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/45434
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/45434


Big Concept:
Appreciate
recorded
music

-To know what pitch, dynamics and tempo mean and be able to use them in sentences
Key Vocab:

- tempo, dynamics, pitch, Debussy, Britten, piano, violin, cello, flute, clarinet, trumpet
Links to prior learning:
- Culture Week music lesson- a range of styles
Social and Cultural opportunities:

- Increase children’s cultural capital by listening to two well-known composers
- Link between music and art (Debussy and the Great Wave) to aid children’s understanding of interconnectedness of arts/creativity

LO: Listen with
concentration and
understanding to a
range of high quality
live and recorded
music

LO: to respond to a
live recording

Do more-learn more-
remember more:
Revise music from
different cultures
explored in Spring 1
Culture Week

LO: to know Debussy
was
Listen to Claude
Debussy La Mer and

LO: Listen with
concentration and
understanding to a range
of high quality live and
recorded music

LO: to respond to a live
recording

Benjamin Britten: Four
Sea interludes

Describe using key
vocabulary to a partner,
including revising names
of musical instruments

Children to work in
groups to draw 4 sketches
to represent the four sea
interludes.

LO: Listen with concentration and understanding to a range of high quality live and
recorded music

Listen again to Debussy and Britten

Revise key vocabulary and support comparisons

LO: to compare two pieces of music

English core skill: write lists using commas



represent through line
sketching in book
Art- Music link
Revise key vocabulary
to describe music
learnt so far:
dynamics, pitch,
tempo

MFL
Topic

Big Concept:
Time

MFL sticky knowledge:
- numbers to 20, colours, days of the week, months of the year

Key Vocab:
-dix, onze, douze, treize, quatorze, quinze, seize, dix-sept, dix-huit, dix-neuf
-blanc, bleu, gris, jaune, marron, noir, orange, rose, rouge, vert, violet
-Janvier, Février, Mars, Avril, Mai, Juin, Juillet, Août, Septembre, Octobre, Novembre, Décembre
Links to prior learning:
- Year 1 learning: numbers to 10, primary colours
Social and Cultural opportunities:
- Learn about how Easter is celebrated in France (link with RE)

Milestone 1: To
understand a range of
simple words and
phrases.
Milestone 1: To read
out loud everyday
words.

Milestone 1: To label
items and choose
appropriate words to
complete short
sentences.

Link to Art learning-
colours

Milestone 1: To label
items and choose
appropriate words to
complete short
sentences.

L.O: To learn days of
the week in French.

Milestone 1: To
understand a range of
simple words and phrases.
Milestone 1: To read out
loud everyday words.

L.O: To learn months of
the year in French.

Assess knowledge from this half
term



L.O: To understand a
range of numbers in
French.
Children to read
French numeral words
to 10.
Watch BBC bitesize of
the French game.
Numbers - KS1 French
- BBC Bitesize Go
outside and learn to
play the hopscotch
game outside (B2L)
Challenge the children
to double(all numbers)
/halve (evens) to link
with Maths core
objective: know halves
and doubles up to 20.

Match the French
number to the word -
link with DT (cutting
skills)

Advancing

Children are generally
familiar words and

L.O: To revise French
primary colours and to
learn secondary colours.

B2L - running to different
colours and numbers.
(recap primary colours)

Revise French primary
colours and learn
secondary colours ♫ La
Chanson des Couleurs ♫
French Colors Song ♫ Les
Couleurs en Français ♫
Learn French Basics ♫ -
Bing video

Children to use coloured
elephants (Autumn 1) to
speak in sentences.

Advancing

There is increasing
confidence in deciding
how to write everyday
words correctly.

Deep

Introduce the children
to the days of the
week - Read a familiar
story (Hungry
Caterpillar) with the
days of the week but
encourage the
children to say the
days of the week in
French.

Children to make a
colour and days of the
week wheel (DT/fine
motor skill -split pins)

Advancing

There is increasing
confidence in deciding

Introduce the children to
the months of the year..

B2L - order the months of
the year outside (in
French)
Give children instructions
and they have to run to
the correct month e.g. the
month Christmas is in.
Maths link

Children to play Snakes
and Ladders game to learn
to say the months of the
year, matching them to
the English word.

Advancing

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zpy8q6f/resources/1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zpy8q6f/resources/1
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=french+colours+song&view=detail&mid=286A44E3887056A67C95286A44E3887056A67C95&FORM=VIRE0&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dfrench%2520colours%2520song%26qs%3dHS%26form%3dQBVDMH%26%3d%2525eManage%2520Your%2520Search%2520History%2525E%26sp%3d4%26sk%3dHS3%26sc%3d7-0%26cvid%3d384467A20EB34AB6B4BC45D9DE800DA6
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=french+colours+song&view=detail&mid=286A44E3887056A67C95286A44E3887056A67C95&FORM=VIRE0&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dfrench%2520colours%2520song%26qs%3dHS%26form%3dQBVDMH%26%3d%2525eManage%2520Your%2520Search%2520History%2525E%26sp%3d4%26sk%3dHS3%26sc%3d7-0%26cvid%3d384467A20EB34AB6B4BC45D9DE800DA6
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=french+colours+song&view=detail&mid=286A44E3887056A67C95286A44E3887056A67C95&FORM=VIRE0&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dfrench%2520colours%2520song%26qs%3dHS%26form%3dQBVDMH%26%3d%2525eManage%2520Your%2520Search%2520History%2525E%26sp%3d4%26sk%3dHS3%26sc%3d7-0%26cvid%3d384467A20EB34AB6B4BC45D9DE800DA6
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=french+colours+song&view=detail&mid=286A44E3887056A67C95286A44E3887056A67C95&FORM=VIRE0&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dfrench%2520colours%2520song%26qs%3dHS%26form%3dQBVDMH%26%3d%2525eManage%2520Your%2520Search%2520History%2525E%26sp%3d4%26sk%3dHS3%26sc%3d7-0%26cvid%3d384467A20EB34AB6B4BC45D9DE800DA6
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=french+colours+song&view=detail&mid=286A44E3887056A67C95286A44E3887056A67C95&FORM=VIRE0&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dfrench%2520colours%2520song%26qs%3dHS%26form%3dQBVDMH%26%3d%2525eManage%2520Your%2520Search%2520History%2525E%26sp%3d4%26sk%3dHS3%26sc%3d7-0%26cvid%3d384467A20EB34AB6B4BC45D9DE800DA6
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=french+colours+song&view=detail&mid=286A44E3887056A67C95286A44E3887056A67C95&FORM=VIRE0&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dfrench%2520colours%2520song%26qs%3dHS%26form%3dQBVDMH%26%3d%2525eManage%2520Your%2520Search%2520History%2525E%26sp%3d4%26sk%3dHS3%26sc%3d7-0%26cvid%3d384467A20EB34AB6B4BC45D9DE800DA6


phrases are read out
loud.

Deep

A growing range of
familiar words and
phrases are read out
loud with confidence.

Most familiar words are
recalled rapidly and
written correctly.

how to write everyday
words correctly.

Deep

Most familiar words
are recalled rapidly
and written correctly.

Children are familiar
words and phrases are
read out loud.

Deep

A growing range of
familiar words and phrases
are read out loud with
confidence.

PE
Topic

Big Concept:
Agility

LO: To demonstrate
what I’ve learned.
Spiral PE lesson 14

LO: To improve agility by
different catching and
reaction tasks.
Spiral PE lesson 15

LO: To improve my
ability to change
direction quickly and
smoothly
Spiral PE lesson 16

LO: To improve my agility
to generate force through
movement and swing.
Spiral PE lesson 17

Assessment week

PSHE

Topic

Big Concept:
Medicines
and Me

PHSE sticky knowledge:
- To know what medicines are and where some come from
-To understand how to stay safe with medicines
Key Vocab:
- medicine, spray, tablet, pill, inhaler, liquid, doctor, nurse, pharmacist, scientist, labels
Links to prior learning:
- Live simply pledge
Social and Cultural opportunities:
- Breaking down science stereotypes
- CAFOD
L.O To explain my
knowledge.

L.O To learn about
CAFOD.

Sponsored Walk to School
Week - discussion around

LO: To discuss
Scientists.

L.O To learn why
medicines are taken.

Discuss times that the
children felt ill and what

L.O To learn how to keep safe
around medicines.

Look at different medicine
instructions and show the



What do I know about
medicines?

Discuss prior
knowledge of
medicines using
picture and object
prompts and add to a
class thought shower.
Ask children what
would they do if they
find medicines. Use
prior knowledge
bottle from You, Me
and PSHE.

why we are doing this.
Use Lent 2022 resources
for primary schools |
CAFOD

Where will the money
raised go to? Who will it
help? How will it help?

Linked to British
Science Week

Children to draw their
idea of a Scientist -
children to show their
drawings and use this
to discuss what a
Scientist is.
Read A Scientist Like
Me by Dr Shini
Somara.

https://www.britishsci
enceweek.org/plan-yo
ur-activities/smashing
-stereotypes/
https://edu.rsc.org/pri
mary-science/find-res
ources

L.O: To learn about
compost/food waste -
Read My Green Day to
help children generate
ideas of how they can
help to make a
difference.

they did to make
themselves feel better.
Sort different kinds of
pictures of medicines
according to how they are
used e.g. sprays, throat
lozenges, inhalers, liquid
medicine. Children to
draw and write about a
time that they needed
medicine.

English Core skill: writing
in the past tense.

children the importance of
reading the instructions for how
and when to use. Children to
underline the important
information and tell the class how
to use the medicine.

English core skill: reading labels

Read the safety rules and discuss
the scenarios – which safety rule
has been broken?

https://cafod.org.uk/Education/Primary-teaching-resources/Lent-resources-for-children
https://cafod.org.uk/Education/Primary-teaching-resources/Lent-resources-for-children
https://cafod.org.uk/Education/Primary-teaching-resources/Lent-resources-for-children
https://www.britishscienceweek.org/plan-your-activities/smashing-stereotypes/
https://www.britishscienceweek.org/plan-your-activities/smashing-stereotypes/
https://www.britishscienceweek.org/plan-your-activities/smashing-stereotypes/
https://www.britishscienceweek.org/plan-your-activities/smashing-stereotypes/
https://edu.rsc.org/primary-science/find-resources
https://edu.rsc.org/primary-science/find-resources
https://edu.rsc.org/primary-science/find-resources


Planned Trip
or Workshops

A trip to the seaside-
Scarborough

Attend mass at St Joseph’s,
Wetherby.

Speaking and Listening skills are embedded in all subject areas of the curriculum as well as explicit teaching of these skills within any curriculum area.
Please note this overview is a guide and may change in reaction to daily observations and assessments of the children’s learning.


